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From: "Matt Hindman' <mdhindmanthotmail.com>
To: <nvg@nrc.gov>
Date: 4/11/03 11:14PM

Mr. Gilles:

It has come to my attention that in Clinton, IL, plans have been set up to
build a second nuclear reactor at the Clinton power plant. Being that it is
now undeniable that nuclear power has no place in the future of our society
(that is, assuming we want to create a safe future), my outrage and the
outrage of countless other citizens that I have come in contact with should
come as no surprise.

However, assuming that this horrid plan does go as planned, many questions
arise that have not been expressed to the public adequately. For example,
is there ample room to store the waste generated by another reactor? Will
such waste need to be transported at any point in the future? How committed
are officials to keeping all of the concerns of the public intact?

Perhaps the question that needs addressing immediately is information
regarding the early site permit that the plant is planning to apply for very
soon. Are there any specifics that I can get about this?

Given the effectiveness of alternative sources of energy (such as the
windfarm being built in Bureau County), there is no reason why yet another
nuclear reactor should be built in Illinois, already the nation's largest
nuclear threat. People are becoming angry, and we need answers.

Sincerely,
Matthew D. Hindman
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